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Life sucks when your friends are pissed at you. Just ask Zoey Redbird â€“ she's become an expert

on suckiness. In one week she has gone from having three boyfriends to having none, and from

having a close group of friends who trusted and supported her, to being an outcast. Speaking of

friends, the only two Zoey has left are undead and unMarked. And Neferet has declared war on

humans, which Zoey knows in her heart is wrong. But will anyone listen to her? Zoey's adventures

at vampyre finishing school take a wild and dangerous turn as loyalties are tested, shocking true

intentions come to light, and an ancient evil is awakened in PC and Kristin Cast's spellbinding fourth

House of Night novel. (Recommended for readers age 13 and older)
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Addicted to the series. Always a good read. I love me some supernatural. I do like the author's style

of writing, which feels natural and compatible to the way we talk and think. Good character

development. Love the fact that the author references modern icons, movies and events. Story lines



are interesting and filled with drama and edge of your seat excitement and anticipation. I do love to

hate the villain and this one is evil. Only negatives are ones that waste good story space and time,

such as, the repetitive descriptions of past events and characteristics of people and then the

romantic events or inner insecurity issues can definitely use some editing as it can, in places, be

blah blah blah....tedious and over descriptive for what is needed. I usually just skip over these

sections and get back to what's really happening with the story. There are also some typos here

and there that bug me on rare occasion because I wish I could just fix them myself! Oh, and though

the length of these books are typical, I would love if some authors would just make books that are

seriously think again, like 500 pages or more! Other than that. I highly recommend this series. You

won't regret it.

A must read in the house of night series. They are my favorite series, and i am sure once you read

one you will be addicted as well

I must say that this book was definitely much more enjoyable then the last one! It was really exciting

and I am looking forward to starting the next one. I enjoyed it so much that I stayed up until 4:30 in

the am to finish reading it. It was nothing like the last one and really dove into what the series is

about. Z and her faithful friends are going to once again take on evil and hopefully save the world. I

am hoping the rest of the series focuses on the important aspects that were brought up during this

book, like family, friends, faith and of course some love. (not dating 3 guys at once but true love)

Overall this book was excellent (minus a few typos and spelling errors which were easily

overlooked). I gave it 4 stars because there were quite a few spelling errors but no one is perfect. =)

Definitely give it a try, especially if you were disappointed by the 3rd book but loved the other two,

this one is much better and will make you fall in love with series again.

My favorite booked series. Ive never been a reader until I lived 6 months without cable and I

neighbor gave me type first book in this series. I was instantly hooked. Anyone who likes fantasy

should read these books!!

long series but got hooked. waiting for the last one - November I think - read first one to test the

waters - got hooked. interesting mix of vampires and native american mythology(forgive me if I'm

misleading) Just a heads-up, plenty of graphic language and sexual content - good or bad ? -that's

up to you. I don't need it in a book but it didn't take away from the story to me - mostly it just seemed



like "reality". (are you with me?) very cool story, interesting plotting - i don't know, I just thought it

was pretty cool. Really - it is. Maybe like "Twilight" for guys ?? No - that aint it. I really like the

heroine. A lot of the characters really. Ya know i think I'm just now realizing that I liked it a lot more

than I thought i did - Hmm

Forget boy drama this novel, Zoey has lost all of her boyfriends, and has even lost her friends.

Ironically the only person Zoey has is Aphrodite. Neferet had everyone believe that Aphrodite had

lost Nyx's connection, but it turns out Aphrodite still gets her visions, and a lot of them have to do

with Zoey dying. Too add to complications there is a new kid at the House of Night, but he is not a

newly changed fledgling instead he is a transfer student.More and more darkness is developing at

the House of Night and without the comfort of her friends Zoey is finding it a little more difficult than

usual. In one of Aphrodite's visions Zoey's Cherokee heritage comes into play with an old legend.

The old legend does not bring good things to come, instead it brings nothing but danger and

suffering, but it also involves her Grandmother. With Grandma Redbird in danger Zoey asks her

Grandmother to come stay with her. Another bit of knowledge in this novel is that crows and ravens

are not the same thing, but I will leave you to figure that one out.Untamed is my favorite in the series

so far. It combines a lot of people, the past and the present, and it sends us on a lot of twists and

turns. Yes it continues to be a little repetitive and corny, but that to me makes it worth reading. If

you're on the third one and you're not sure to go on or not at least read this one and then you will be

hooked trying to decide if good will triumph over evil.[...]
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